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Where density of the atmosphere U=1.225 kgm-3, specific heat of air at constant pressure Cp=1012.0 JK-1kg-1,
absolute temperature of the air T=288.15 Kelvin, von Karman’s constant N=0.4, acceleration due to gravity
g=9.80665 ms-2; the sensible heat flux is H Wm-2 and the friction velocity cubed is u*3 m3s-3. The combined constants
denoted konst equals 91065.6 kgm-2. The ratio u*3/H has units m3kg-1. Here a new method to evaluate the frequency
distribution of the stability parameter is presented and used to compare NWP and OBS derived data sets.
Dependence of L upon H and u*
When analysing a year of met data from different sources, observations (OBS) or numerical weather prediction
(NWP), a simple method of plotting the values of L is required. However stability L depends upon two physical
parameters, the sensible heat flux H and the friction velocity u* for momentum. These quantities can be directly
measured using turbulence instrumentation (sonic anemometers and fast response thermometry), and are easily
related mentally to the prevailing meteorological conditions, such as is it windy, is it sunny, is it a clear night. One of
the long-standing advantages of the old Pasquill (1961) stability scheme has been its simplicity as a mental model of
how such observable features might influence plume dispersion. The Monin Obukhov length is a derived quantity
that users of dispersion models find less easy to have a simple mental model of how it relates to meteorological
conditions. Golder (1972) provided a method for relating the two methods – their relationship varies with surface
roughness. In the present paper we show a method to plot the ~8760 hourly values for a year of stability data, so that
differences in the stabilities within data sets of L can be quantified, and the relative effects of differences in sensible
heat flux and/or friction velocity be explained. We consider how such differences, once identified, might be related
back to the boundary layer physics of the NWP model, to site characteristics, or to instrument limitations in the OBS
data. The aim of the new plots described here is to provide a physically interpretable picture or “stability map” of the
stability distribution. We have found this method to be a useful tool to provide useful insights into the evaluation of
NWP versus OBS data for regulatory dispersion modelling when analysing the stability regime.
Data Processing
In this study we have three sources of data:
x Hourly synoptic observations – retrieved from the archive every hour at each station and year of study (2004),
and written into ADMS format.
x NWP mesoscale (12km) data – Analysis and Forecast fields were interpolated every hour to each site
latitude/longitude using interpolation subroutines within NAME III model, and written into ADMS format.
x NWP regional (40 km) data – Analysis and Forecast fields were interpolated every hour to hourly values at each
site latitude/longitude using interpolation subroutines within the NAME III model, and written into ADMS
format. Regional data are cut out from global NWP model output to conserve archive space.
Analysis fields may be every three or six hours; Forecast fields are used at intervening times. The effective roughness
length used within the UM to create a representative drag during forecasting is not easily defined, and we have not
investigated this aspect of using NWP data for dispersion modelling; further work is needed. The NAME III model
met pre-processor was run on each ADMS format file, using z0=0.1 m at all the locations here, and the resulting
NAME III output results plotted below. For the OBS data, the pre-processor calculated the heat flux, friction velocity
and boundary layer depth in the usual manner using wind speed, cloud cover, and time of day. For the NWP data,
heat flux and boundary layer depths were available from the UM, so were interpolated to the site position and used
without further calculation, though sometimes constrained by limits within the pre-processor. NAME III can use (if
present) or estimate (if absent) these quantities.
4. STABILITY MAPS: PLOTTING H VERSUS u*
Figure 1 uses data from a well exposed inland station at Brize Norton, an airfield in the rolling Oxfordshire
countryside to show scatter plots of heat flux H versus friction velocity u* as follows: Figure 1(a), synoptic OBS; 1
(b) NWP-mesoscale; and 1 (c) NWP-regional data. We superimposed a series of isopleths for arbitrarily chosen
(convenient) values of L on the plot. The isopleths are curved because the equation for L depends upon u*3.

Figure 1. Stability map: Brize Norton, 2004, (a) OBS data (b) NWP mesoscale (12 km) data (c) NWP regional (40 km) data.
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Transformation of the horizontal axis to u*3 produces linear isopleths of constant L; see Figure 2, with the same data
as in Figure 1 (Brize Norton; 2004), but now with axes of heat flux H versus friction velocity cubed u*3. This
simplifies the analysis that will be developed below based upon our geometrical construction of straight L-isopleths.
However notice in Figure 2 that the non-linear horizontal axis has had the undesired effect of compressing many of
the points nearer to the origin. Figures 1 and 2 make it possible to see the joint distribution of heat flux and friction
velocity that together influence the stability and hence the rate of turbulent mixing in the lower atmosphere. However
it is difficult from these scatter plots to get a feel for the frequencies with which particular values of L occur. This is
because with 8750 points (one year) many fall on top of each other. It is hard to see for example over what proportion
of the time the stability was diagnosed as stable or as unstable. It is interesting to see the patterned effect in Figures
1(a) and 2(a) showing that the observations data are more discontinuous, reflecting the way in which cloud cover
(oktas) and especially wind speed (ms-1) are reported.

3

Figure 2. Stability map with u* axis: Brize Norton, 2004, (a) OBS data (b) NWP mesoscale (12 km) data (c) NWP regional (40 km)
data.

Calculation of Regular Isopleths for stability L
In Figure 2, counting the number of points that lie between each isopleth for L would give an indication of the
frequency distribution of L. The isopleths in Figure 2 were drawn at arbitrary intervals for convenience. However for
use as the bin boundaries in sorting the L data into a histogram, we require the isopleths to be regularly spaced. It is
convenient to do this by choosing the lines at equally spaced angles on H versus u*3. Angle D is defined starting at
 S 2 and stepping in equal angular increments 'D to S/2. These lines are centred at the origin of the graph H=0.0
u*3=0.0. The values of L on the edges of each sector are the bin limits for the histogram and are calculated as follows.
Values for the Stability Subscript Index a
To go from stable to unstable on the graph, choose n angular steps, of width 'D=S/n, from –S/2 to S/2. For index a,
stepping from 0 to n, the corresponding angle D is
(2)
D  S 2  a'D  S 2  a S n .
3
From Equation (1), on a graph of H versus u* , the slope m tan D Y X (where the distances on the graph are Y
and X) is given by H/f u*3. The factor f is required in order to allow for the different limits on the two axes. In our
case the factor was as follows:
H 2  H1
(3)
f
u*3  u*3
1

2

with the scale limits being H1=-200.0 to H2=+200.0 Wm-2 in the vertical, and (u*3)1=0.0 to (u*3)2=1.0 m3s-3 in the
horizontal, giving a value of the factor of f=400.0 Wm-5 s3. At each angle D,
91065.6
(4)
L 
f tan D
Summarising, each integer value of the subscript a is used to calculate the angle D and corresponding values for the
bin intervals La-1 to La on the Monin Obukhov stability length. The bin limits are used to sort the data, as below.
Bin Limits on L for Sorting Stability Data
As subscript a is increased in linear steps, La moves in the desired manner from strongly stable through neutral to
strongly unstable, changing sign and traversing the discontinuity at neutral stability. The index or subscript a is a
convenient surrogate variable for sorting or plotting La. Whilst the angular increments of D are of equal width, and
the sectors on the graph into which points are counted are equi-spaced, the arithmetic sequence of successive values
for the bin limits on L are somewhat unusual (not shown). We used the limits La using n=45 (a=0 to a=45) and
f=400.0 in the present work to sort the year’s hourly data and to plot a frequency distribution of L. These plots are a
convenient tool for comparing the stabilities at different sites, and for comparing OBS data with NWP-mesoscale and
with NWP-regional (global) data. Since the method was derived geometrically, it also means the distribution can
easily be related to how the points fall on the scatter plot of H versus u*3, where the isopleths are straight lines.
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by the coast if the regional (40 km) data are used. It appears much better at these stations based on the results here to
elect to use NWP mesoscale data at the coast – at inland sites the choice seems much less critical.

Figure 4. Stability map: Valley, 2004, (a) OBS data (b) NWP mesoscale (12 km) data (c) NWP regional (40 km) data.

Figure 5. L-Distribution: Valley, 2004, (a) OBS data (b) NWP mesoscale (12 km) data (c) NWP regional (40 km) data.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Boundary layer depths derived by the met pre-processor from OBS data have a high abundance of low values <100
m, whereas those in NWP data from the UM have a much lower frequency of shallow depths.
Scatter plots of H versus u*3 have linear isopleths of L and have been used to derive bin limits for a regular set of bins
to sort the data into a stability frequency distribution. Differences between OBS and NWP derived dispersion
parameters were evident, but varied according to the type of location. A number of sites were studied (but not shown
here).
As well as comparing OBS and NWP, the method used here has also been used to compare NWP model grid size
effects, by comparing 12 km and 40 km data. With the coarser grid, coastal stations tended more often to be neutral
than at inland sites.
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